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Albania has committed to a Voluntary National Report with the 

theme “Transformation towards sustainable and resilient societies” 

on SDGs to the 2018 High Level Political Forum in New York, the 

main United Nations platform on sustainable development with a 

central role in the follow-up and review of the 2030 Agenda for 

Sustainable Development the Sustainable Development Goals at 

the global level. 

• NTPA introduced a session in this report “In accordance to 

Goal 11 – The realization of Territorial Planning Reform and 

Comprehensive Integrated Territorial Planning Instruments.” 

• Following up the work on National and Local Plans, NTPA 

initiated the “Monitoring Platform” , a set of data and indicators 

to monitor, assess and evaluate  the spatial development of the 

territory and its changes 

• With aim to Provide a data based analysis which can feed 

targeted spatial development policies, strategies and actions -

helping both  national and local planning authorities. 

SDG implementation



SDG implementation Main Topic of Indicators, presented in the Monitoring Platform



Overview of legislation on industrial safety in 
relation to land-use planning/siting of hazardous 
activities

• Law No. 10431, dated 09.06.2011 “On Environmental Protection” is very 

complex.

• The National Environmental Agency, a central public institution under the 

minister, has its jurisdiction all over the territory of the Republic of Albania 

through its central office and regional branches in each county.

• There is a procedure whereby environmental operators causing pollution to the 

environment should be provided with the relevant environmental permits, where 

the necessary conditions should be specified (written), to ensure that the 

activity/installation will meet the requirements of the applicable environmental 

legislation.

• The licensing process is done from central to local level, (the Ministry of Tourism 

and Environment and the National Environmental Agency).

• The State Inspectorate is the competent body that conducts the inspection of 

installations.

http://www.unece.org/environmental-
policy/conventions/industrial-accidents/about-
us/envteiaabout/more.html

http://www.unece.org/environmental-policy/conventions/industrial-accidents/about-us/envteiaabout/more.html


Overview of legislation on industrial safety in 
relation to land-use planning/siting of hazardous 
activities
The Operator's responsibilities for the monitoring of compliance

• The operator of activities included in the A categories (industrial activity) monitors 

the discharges of its activity, in accordance with the provisions of environmental 

permit legislations and the conditions set out in the relevant environmental 

permit.

• The operator referred to point 1 of this Article monitors the sources of discharge 

of its activity and performs other monitoring, using approved equipment and 

instruments, through the procedure of measurement verification as estimated in 

the special legislation and in accordance with the specified conditions in the 

relevant environmental permit, and also, keeps these equipment and instruments 

in a suitable working condition.

• The operator may perform the monitoring through accredited equipment and 

instruments it is possessing, or through specialized and accredited laboratories.

• The results of self-monitoring are given to the relevant authorities (the National 

Environmental Agency) in accordance with the legislation on environmental 

permits and the conditions included in the relevant environmental permit. http://www.unece.org/environmental-
policy/conventions/industrial-accidents/about-
us/envteiaabout/more.html

http://www.unece.org/environmental-policy/conventions/industrial-accidents/about-us/envteiaabout/more.html


Overview of legislation and institutional structures on 
land-use planning and the siting of hazardous activities

Does your country have a set of laws/legislation that are dedicated to land-use planning, including a set of rules/requirements on the use and 

development of land? 

Law No. 107/2014, “On territorial planning and development”*, as amended

DCM No. 686, dated 22/11/2017 “On the approval of the DCM No. 686, dated 22/11/2017 “On approving the territorial planning 

regulation”

Land use is detailed in 22 categories and 66 subcategories in the above mentioned DCM. All the Local Plans, for the administrative 

territory of municipalities have land use maps according to these categories. 

Does your country’s land-use planning legislation involve spatial planning, i.e. national or local spatial maps that includes zones for 

particular land uses (e.g. industrial zones)? 

Hazardous sites of different types including industrial ones, are accessed firstly in the territorial analysis report, and than on the final 

territorial plan report, the issues raised during the analyze are addressed through land use regulation provisions etc. 

Former industrial sites that were placed near the urban areas are now out of their primarily function and have changed their destinations 

into commercials or warehouse sites. These are former industrial areas that didn’t pose health risks due to no (or) low level of pollution 

(type related industry). Other former industrial areas, which even though not in function have high level of residual pollution- the urban 

areas have grown far from them, or at a safe distance. It has to be emphasized that these areas are hinterland, not at any cross border 

radius of impact and all activities are preliminarily screened by EIA  report. Only after the Environmental Permission is issued for any 

industrial activity the subject can  initiate the activity. 

• Does your country have a land-use planning authority/authorities? 

Planning authorities are established in national and local level (Ministries and Municipalities) Law 107/2014. The planning process can be 

delegated through procurement procedures to planning private entities licensed on the mentioned activity. Through the process of 

cooperation and coordination sanctioned by the Law, all Local Plans undergo to a preapproval and screening process  in each sector of 

development…represented by the Ministries ….The Ministry responsible for the Environmental issues makes sure during this process

that a SEA is drafted and that the final documents of the Plan (report, maps and regulation) are in line with the SEA provisions. Is this 

Ministry that also has to preapprove all activities involved on the siting (location) and design/layout of hazardous industrial activities. 

According to laws, Building permissions in Albania, under any circumstances are not issued prior to  a Environmental Permission is 

issued by the MoET. 

• Does your country’s land-use planning authorities cooperate and/or share information with neighbouring countries regarding land-use plans 

and decision-making on proposals that are near to the border?

NTPA webpage is public and bilingual Albanian/English, where all planning documents are free to accesc and evaluate from all interested 

parties. 

http://planifikimi.gov.al/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=2317&token=c3625c301e25f88267bf36c182e2a5f9e487a476
http://planifikimi.gov.al/index.php?eID=dumpFile&t=f&f=2338&token=1063350184ffb5aa01a3183fd448f49b197ad091
https://www.unece.org/housing/charter.html
https://www.unece.org/housing/charter.html
https://unhabitat.org/books/international-guidelines-on-urban-and-territorial-planning/
https://unhabitat.org/books/international-guidelines-on-urban-and-territorial-planning/


Cooperation between land-use planning authorities 
and industrial safety authorities, including practical 
case examples where possible

• Is there communication between land-use planning authorities and industrial safety authorities? 

The coordination process is established by Law 107/2014 Section 3, article 23 and 24 and NTPA is the 

implementation institusion.  While article 25, that specifies the approval process of plans, clearly states at point 1a,

that “ disapproval where it considers that: a) Coordination, consultation and public meeting have not taken 

place…..” 

How do land-use planning authorities and industrial safety authorities cooperate on plans/projects/proposals 

relating to the use/development of land for or near to hazardous industrial activities? 

"Local Advisory Forum", a voluntary gathering of community representatives who express their commitment to local 

decision-making consulting and the process of setting priorities

"Planning Coordination Forum“ is a mechanism to promote strategic discussions of the representatives of the 

authority responsible for drafting the planning document, local government, central government and experts, to 

achieve coordination of planning issues for an area, local government, region or territory in general. It operates and 

is gathered in central level and local level depending the level of planning document.

Are there any practical case examples of such cooperation? If so, please briefly describe.

As briefly described in the previous slides, hazardous industrial sites in Albania are mainly located in hinterland. 

• Do your land-use planning and industrial safety authorities cooperate with authorities in neighboring countries? 

Are there any examples of such transboundary cooperation with regarding to land-use planning and industrial 

safety? Such cooperation usually happen under  cross boundary projects implementation cases, like for EU 

funds or similar.



Overview of legislation on industrial safety in 
relation to land-use planning/siting of hazardous 
activities_Fier Municipality

• Example of the land use map published in the Web,  Territory Register, 

where details about development criteria an land use is made public 

for the interested stakeholders but also inhabitants. 

• In this area it is not allowed to build new housing facilities, agricultural 

greenhouses and other agricultural or livestock infrastructures, hotels 

and recreation areas, educational and health facilities, entertainment, 

etc., in a buffer zone of 100 meters.

• Existing residential buildings around the area are not allowed to further 

extend and the plan has frozen the right for further development.

• In the vicinity of the site the use of agriculture shall be permitted only 

on condition that it serves the cleaning and environmental maintenance 

of the area. Agricultural products created on these lands will not be 

consumed by users nor marketed.

• The area is proposed to be rehabilitated and turned into a 

multifunctional hub with a focus on the processing industry sector. 

Anyhow The plan foresees a green belt around the area 50 meters 

wide. 1. Land Use Map 

2. Current situation of the area

3. The proposed rehabilitation of 

the area, as a new industrial hub



• The area is located north of the city of Durres.

• Until 1990, was known for its sodium dichromate production plant (lindani) (γ-

HCH)

• The plant is since then out of use but has been a source of pollution for years,

due to the use of a low level technologies and poor waste management.

• Proposals of GLP Durres for Porto Romano Area are mainly focused on

caution provisions for neighborhood land development.

• Design of a Detailed Sectoral Plan for the zone of Porto Romano. (New

investigations will be needed to determine the level of pollution in this area),

subject to environmental reclamation.

• Concentration of services and manufacturing activities near Porto Romano

should be applied by taking into account the potential factors, which cause

pollution. (air and water)

• Costly procedures for deep investigation and risk mitigation are the main

causes that the are has not yet been rehabilitated.

Overview of legislation on industrial safety in 
relation to land-use planning/siting of hazardous 
activities_Durres Municipality

1. Land Use Map 

3. Abandoned Chemical Plant2. Current situation of the area



Application (if at all) of EIA/SEA when implementing 
industrial safety and land-use planning measures

• When implementing industrial safety and/or land-use planning 

legislation/policies/national plans, does your country consider 

implementing Strategic Environmental Assessments, in line with the 

UNECE Protocol on Strategic Environmental Assessment? If yes, 

please briefly describe. See: 

https://www.unece.org/index.php?id=46020&L=0

No plan is approved without a proper SEA report drafted and approved 

by the MoET

• When implementing industrial safety and/or land-use planning 

measures for individual development projects, does your country 

consider implementing Environmental Impact Assessments, in line 

with the UNECE Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment 

in a Transboundary Context? If yes, please briefly describe. 

No building permission for any kind of activity is issued without a proper 

EIA drafted and upon it, a environmental permission issued by the 

MoET .

https://www.unece.org/index.php?id=46020&L=0


Successes and challenges in the implementation of 
and coordination between land-use planning and 
industrial safety

• What kind of obstacles to implementation and coordination are present? 

• Strengthen the linkage between sectoral legal frameworks in Spatial Planning and Environmental 

issues.

• Cross sectoral collaboration between institution, that are able to address the complexity of 

planning in relation to land use and industrial safety.

• Rise awareness on industrial safety issues.

What are the challenges that countries face in overcoming these obstacles? 

• The economic feasibility 



Opportunities/ideas for overcoming challenges
Guiding points / questions:

• How could these challenges mentioned in the previous section/slide be addressed?

- Design practical tools within the legislative work flow of monitoring institutions that 

address directly the industrial safety issues. 

• What are some ideas to establish or enhance the implementation of and coordination between land-

use planning and industrial safety in the future?

- There is an established collaboration between environmental sector and planning when it 

comes to spatial and local plans. Eventhough when key issues are addressed by both sectors 

(Environment and Planning) it lacks the monitoring aspect. Therefore, the design of an 

integrated monitoring platform that through ongoing updated data, reflects the key 

challenges like: measures the effects of industrial land use change, or the effect of industrial 

activity on land/water / air pollution is important.  

• How could transboundary cooperation between these authorities be established or enhanced? 

- This workshop is a good example 

- Crossborder common projects upon this thematic under UNECE bodies or other EU 

programs like ESPON..

- the endorsement of common agreements based  on aligned legal framework

………



Conclusion

• Legal framework in place but further regional alignment needed also inter 

institutional cooperation to be strengthen.

• Monitoring tools and reports for hazardous industrial incidents especially 

with cross border impact should be strengthen. (time effective, transparency, 

and wider communication of their results.) 

• Monitoring tools are essential to provide data that can feed land use decision 

making for the rehabilitation of these areas.

• Currently working on law for industrial accidents that will implement Seveso 

III Directive.

• Further share of best practices needed focused mainly on how to finance  

industrial hazardous areas rehabilitation and assures economic  feasibility. 



Thank you for your attention!
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Adelina Greca, Anila Vathi, Nensi Lalaj, Anisa Qorri, National Territorial Planning Agency
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